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Abstract.
This paper addresses a hardware design
of low cost, real time (faster than video
rate) and suitable for on board
applications systolic VLSI circuit, named
pPD, for aerial image matching.
Matching operation temporal results
from Pentium PC200 (software
simulation of the pPD) and estimated
with Xilinx XC 6264 (encompassing
pPD) working at 50 MHz are provided :
the speed up factor is 2000 with
frequency equivalent systems.

However, the distance between images
has to encompass the potential changes
in images due not only to a possible
geometric transform between images,
but also to the image content and lighting
modifications. Consequently, a
convenient image distance function in
any pixel of both images has to be
defined ([Pis96]).Thecalculation of 64K
distances (for 256 x 256 images) is a
very time consuming operation, even
evaluated on a parallel computer
([LeC97]). Consequently, in real-time
system, the matching has to be
performed by a dedicated hardware.

1. Introduction.
Image matching is a very important
operation in vision : almost all
autonomous guided systems (for
nuclear, industrial and medical robotics,
environment protection, trajectory
matching, .. .) use it.
The Bellman's dynamic programming
algorithm ([Be157]) can be used not only
to calculate the distance between 1D
signals (voice, [Qud92]) but also
images. Indeed, it is possible to consider
image as a 2D signal which temporal
values can be obtained using two
separable variables, one per dimension.
Therefore, the search of the matching
path between two lines/columns (one
from two different images) can be done
using the dynamic programming
algorithm.

Unfortunately, there is not commercially
available VLSI circuit which supports
dynamic programming algorithm. This
paper presents a systolic architecture
dedicated to match lineslcolumns,
designed using the Xilinx FPGAs (XC
6264), named pPD, and briefly shows
its application to image matching.
The following sections address : the
dynamic
programming parallel
algorithm (Section 2) ; pPD circuit
architecture and its cost optimisation
(Section 3) ; pPD circuit usage for
image matching (Section 4) ; some
concluding remarks (Section 5).

2. Dynamic programming parallel
algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is Bellman's
d y n a m i c programming principle
adaptation for image processing
purposes. It uses two concepts :
the local cost function C(s)
which can be
- a simple L1 distance between
image pixels,
- any more elaborate form of
distance, in function of information on
images (lighting condition, content,
plane transform linking two images,. ..)
(cf. [Pis96], [LeC97]) ;
this distance is used in order to
define the cost of the local path s
development between two consecutive
compared pixels (in orthogonal or
diagonal directions). The diagonal cost is
less than the orthogonal (because the
diagonal path is developed when the
pixels arc equal) ;
the global cost function
(score) :
score = Mi,,

ALGORITHM
INIT = true ;
I* PE(0.0) = active ; score = 0 * I
FIN = false;
I* a global Boolean variable which
allows to stop the distance calculations * I
WHILE (NOT FIN) DO IN
PARALLEL ON ALL ACTIVE PEs
RECEIVE, from the valid
neighborn, the score ;
l UPDATE the score with
your cost local value ;
l ACTIVATE (at convenient
instant) your direct neighbours in three
directions (south, south-east, east) ;
l SEND the updated score to
your neighbours (in three directions);
FIN:=IF[(i=NAND(j=
N)] THEN true ;
l DISABLE your work.

Figure 1. Parallel algorithm for minimal
cost path search for two lines/columns.
A temporal complexity of the parallel
algorithm is O(N) (i.e. one order less
than this of the sequential algorithm).
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this cost corresponds to the shortest path
developed between 2 lines/columns
(shortest in terms of time).
Figure
1 summarises different
processing steps which aims to calculate
the score. All paths in three directions
are developed asynchronously in parallel
starting with pixel (0,O). A path is
constructed iteratively, from one to
another couple of compared pixels (of
scanned lines/columns) (cf. Fig. 2).
The corresponding parallel algorithm has
been implemented in C* on the CM-5
of the ETCA, a Defence Research
Laboratory, France. A 2D array of PEs
is associated with, one processing
elements (PE) per pixel. Each PE is 3 connected to its 3 neighbours in a grid :
south-east, e a s t , south, what
corresponds to the diagonal and two
orthogonal path directions development.
Each PE up-dates conveniently the
global variable score with its local path
development cost. Once a PE has
contributed to a path development and
score calculation, it disables its activity.

Figure 2. Parallel paths development
when comparing 2 lines/columns
(shadowed area ; bold path gives the
minimal cost path for compared signals).
The matching of the whole images
consists of the matching of N lines and
N columns, thus i t can be performed in
o ( N ~ )steps.
Section 3. Architecture o f
parallel systolic circuit.

a

Figure 3 overviews the global
architecture of a parallel systolic circuit
supporting algorithm of Figure I (for 1D
matching). The corresponding circuit,

a c c o r d i n g t o the theoretical
considerations, should have N~
processing elements (PEs) (N = 48 for
the first chip version). However, taking
into account the final application
constrains it is possible to reduce this
number. Indeed, in function of (affine or
projective) transform linking two images
parameter variations, only few PEs,
spatially close to matrix diagonal, have
to be physically implemented (cf. Figure
4). In the case of our application to aerial

A PE encompasses the operative part
only ;the circuit control will be assumed
(for this prototype) with a micro
controller. The 256 x 256 pPD circuit
will be implemented with 6 XC 6264
Xilinx FPGA, 70% of each used. About
60 inputloutput paths per circuits seem
necessary.

image matching, up to 20% disparity
between pixels luminosity distance is
admitted. Therefore, the << wide >> of the
suitable diagonal VLSI circuit, named
pPD, will be 8 (8132 = 25%) on
diagonal's both sides. Consequently, the
final VLSI circuit will have only 17N
PEs (instead of ~2 of the full array).
Figure 4. Detailed architecture of a PE.

4 . Application for 2D image
matching.

Figure 3. Global architecture of the pPD
circuit.

The internal architecture of a PE, given
on the Figure 4, is very simple. The CE
signal activates (enables) circuit work
(described by the algorithm Fig. 1). Two
internal registers are used for south, east
and south-east neighbours activation at
convenient instant (in function of pixel
distance di'). The memory 2-bit cell
saves the E activation direction ; its
content will be used during the optimal
path backtracking step.
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Figure 5 shows that the 1D dynamic
programming primitive can be used for
image matching by its successive
orthogonal composition : one for two
lines and one for convenient two
c o l u m n s (orthogonal dynamic
programming). The whole image
matching processing applies iteratively
orthogonal dynamic programming
through multi-resolution (processing
pyramid) from 32 x 32 up to the final
resolution (256 x 256 in our case) ; the
iteration tunes projective transform
parameters.
The temporal results on a system using
FLPD circuit proves its efficiency
([LeC97], [Pis96]). Indeed, the average
time for 2 256 x 256 image matching is
about 2000 shorter using pPD when
running it on the Pentium PC 200 MHz
(8 minutes/2,5 seconds = 500 or, with
the frequency equivalent systems,
2000).
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Figure 5. Principle of 2D signals
matching using 1D modified dynamic
programming.

5. Concluding remarks.

This paper has proposed a new
fast and low cost systolic architecture for
hardware implementation of a modified
dynamic programming algorithm, named
1cPD circuit. T h e proposed parallel
architecture (algorithm) reduces by one
order, the sequential complexity of the
basic dynamic programming algorithm.
T h e temporal results are very
encouraging : the average speed-up
factor for grey-level 256 x 256 images
matching performed with 50 MHz XC
6 4 6 2 , when compared with the Pentium
200 MHz PC, is 2000.
Further speed-up improvements
can be obtained with faster clock, VLSI
or analog circuit implementation (in the
silicon, AsGe, ...), or by adding new
constrains on images (such as stereo, for
example).
Some circuit cost minimisation
considerations were outlined as well.
Further architectural optimisations are
under investigation.
An extension of the proposed
approach for matching of a n y n
dimensional separable signals i s
straightforward.
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